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In our globalized world, becoming aware of the interdependence between public relations and culture becomes more and more important. This cross-cultural study combines an emic and etic approach to explore how PR practitioners in two individualistic countries, the United States of America and Germany, experience and perceive the impact of culture on their practice, specifically the development of campaigns. To understand the broader image, the study incorporates Hofstede’s (2009) cultural dimensions; to examine similarities and differences in terms of cultural nuances, the study relates to Spitzberg’s (2015) intercultural communication competence. The participants consisted of sixteen male and female PR practitioners working for corporate, agency, and non-profit organizations, with eight respondents from each of the two countries. Results from qualitative one-on-one in-depth interviews reveal that participants in both countries perceive that the organizational culture of the companies that they are working for affect the PR practice, specifically the development of campaigns, more than national cultural values. The results from United States participants, in terms of Hofstede’s cultural dimensions, align more than those of Germans with higher masculinity, more uncertainty avoidance, and less long-term orientation, which contradicts extant research. All participants agreed on digitalization and social media being the most influential elements on the development of campaigns, with these simultaneously being beneficial and introducing the challenges of globalization. All of the
American and only a few of the German respondents showed motivation for becoming more interculturally competent. The findings demonstrate the need for more cross-cultural education and training in both countries.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

“Public relations has gone global.” This statement made by scholars Bardhan and Weaver (2011, p.1) perfectly describes the change this field has gone through and demonstrates how important it is to connect public relations scholarship with Intercultural Communication research. As our world is becoming more and more globalized, the need of conducting cross-cultural and comparative studies is growing in order to make people aware of benefits and challenges. Multiple scholars (Huang, 2011; Rebeil, Corella & Herrera, 2011; Sriramesh, 2009) emphasize the unavoidability and criticize the lack of research in this understudied field.

Although public relations scholars have taken the development of international public relations into consideration in the past, most of the former research focuses on the differences that occur in public relations (PR) practice and application (e.g., Jain, De Moya, & Molleda, 2014; Lee, 2004; Taylor, 2000). Public relations scholarship, however, rarely examines the experience and cultural awareness of PR practitioners themselves and how cultural dimensions affect the development of campaigns. Besides that, a content analysis by Jain, De Moya, and Molleda (2014) revealed that most cross-cultural comparisons only explore the differences and similarities between western and eastern countries, often using Hofstede’s (1984, 2001) cultural dimensions, such as individualism and collectivism. There is a lack of cross-cultural studies that take countries with similar cultural backgrounds into consideration. However, national culture similarities do not necessarily apply to all fields. They only help in getting a broad, general understanding of national cultural values from the outside, the etic perspective, which has been criticized by several scholars (e.g., Courtright, Wolfe, & Baldwin, 2011). There is a need for more emic research that focuses on the cultural specificities, which this study contributes to by combining an etic and emic approach.
Moreover, previous research has not explored the impact of cultural variables on PR practitioners’ education and practice in terms of developing campaigns in multicultural settings, although newer articles (e.g., Sison, 2009; 2017; Yeo & Pang, 2017) emphasize how having communities that consist of people with different cultural backgrounds who live and work together are a new challenge in the PR practice that must be addressed.

These findings led me to my interest in conducting a cross-cultural study of the development of campaigns between PR practitioners in Germany and the United States, two individualistic countries with similar national values and cultural dimensions that both experience increasing immigration numbers, which result in the emergence of multiculturalism. I designed this study to contribute to the research that focuses on the interdependence of public relations and culture. Hence, this study makes use of Hofstede’s (2001, 2009) cultural dimensions to compare the broader outside view; the components of Spitzberg’s (2015) intercultural communication competence model - motivation, knowledge, and skills – will guide the exploration of particular cultural nuances.

I will first review literature to provide a better understanding of the terms that have a huge impact on this study, namely globalization, culture, and public relations, and explain differences and similarities between the United States and Germany. An analysis of interviews with German and American PR practitioners will then explore the perceived interdependence between culture and public relations, and its impact on the development of campaigns in both countries.
CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW

In order to get a better understanding of how globalization, public relations, and culture are connected to each other, in the first section of this chapter, I will explain the meanings and development of these terms, followed by providing a deeper insight of cultural dimensions with a specific focus on similarities and differences between the United States and Germany. The last section consists of the exploration of multiculturalism and its impact on PR practitioners’ work and explains what role the development of intercultural communication competence plays.

Globalization and Its Effects on Culture and Public Relations

To begin with, it is important to understand what the terms globalization, culture, and public relations represent, and how these things affect each other. Globalization is a complex term that refers to a variety of disciplines and phenomena (Bardhan & Weaver, 2011). Scholars have provided a variety of definitions of globalization, some seeing it in terms of movement and migration, international media, transnational technology and financial development (Appadurai, 1996), and others in terms of deeper questions that relate to history, philosophy, and epistemology (Applebaum & Robinson, 2005).

Scholars also debate the effects of globalization. Some tend to look at its economic impact on and its interdependence with multinational corporations (Friedman, 2005); others take a more critical stance and focus on inequality in terms of power divisions among cultures (Held & McGrew, 2000) or examine the transformational perspective in terms of new possibilities and changing ideologies (Martell, 2007). What they all have in common is that they see globalization in terms of the result of “compression of time and space” (Bardhan & Weaver, 2011, p. 5).

Globalization has great influence on societies and their communication, specifically, public relations.Globalization has not only changed the business and the development of
interpersonal relationships, but also calls for a new definition of terms like culture, which will be
defined later in this chapter Communication studies and the field of public relations have been
part of this global development. To get a better understanding, PR scholarship started to focus
more on the conceptualization of interdependence and interconnection as well as power relations
and cultural dimensions (Bardhan & Weaver, 2011). Reaching out to the publics through PR
started out as a Western concept. Over the past few decades, this approach became more and
more popular among practitioners in various countries, cultures and societies, with slight
differences in the perception and application of PR. As Debeljak (2011) states, “Modernization
and westernization of individual societies are Siamese twins” (p. 49).

Public Relations Definitions and Types

It is important to differentiate between the origins of public relations and the term itself.
Whereas PR, as it is known and applied in the United States, was first practiced in Germany, the
term itself was manifested in the United States (Parkinson & Ekachi, 2006). According to the
most updated definition by the Public Relations Society of America (2012), “Public relations is a
strategic communication process that builds mutually beneficial relationships between
organizations and their publics,” which is a statement that many scholars agree on (e.g., Bardhan
& Weaver, 2011; Sriramesh, 2009; Sriramesh & Vercic, 2009).

As Miller and Dinan (2003) point out, public relations went hand in hand with capitalism
and spread more and more worldwide during the last decades of the 20th century. What started
out as help for US agencies became a global concept to connect a variety of entities with the
public. Until today, US public relations models and concepts are the ones that are mainly found
in textbooks and taught at universities (McKie & Munshi, 2007; Sriramesh, 2004). However,
articles written by scholars from different countries show that not all countries and cultures are
aligned with the practice of PR as it is known in the United States (e.g., Sriramesh & Kim, 1999; Vercic, van Ruler, Buetschi, & Flodin, 2001). The same applies to the education and training of PR practitioners. Vercic et al. (2001) conducted a research project with respondents from a variety of European countries over three years, which revealed that “linguistic and cultural idiosyncrasies has direct relevance for the definition, dimensions, and domain of public relations” (p. 377). The scholars emphasize that the results of their study identified difficulties with the universal use of the US definition and approach to public relations. They, furthermore, raised awareness of the need to address these differences through the adding of international perspectives. As Sriramesh (2002) found out in a study that explored three Asian countries’ perspectives of PR education, even the few books that focus on international public relations mainly refer to American PR concepts and norms. In order to avoid a “west-centric” approach to public relations (Bardhan & Weaver, 2011, p. 7), scholars like Curtin and Gaither (2007) call for the development of PR models that take the change caused by globalization into consideration; leading to an interplay of and blurred lines between identities and cultural dimensions.

Not only does the definition and application of public relations vary among countries, different organizations also adjust their approach to and practice of PR to their culture and purpose. In order to understand what practitioners in each field particularly have to pay attention to, it is important to distinguish the PR practice between corporate agencies, and nonprofit organizations.

**Types of PR**

Although scholars usually use the term public relations to refer to the management and maintenance of relationships between an organization and its publics (Grunig & Hunt, 1984), the various types of PR entities are characterized by the differences in their cultures, practitioners,
and styles when developing PR campaigns. Croft (1999) points out the biggest difference between corporate and agency PR: while corporate is the “inside looking out,” with organizations promoting their own interests, services or products, agencies are “the outside looking in” (p. 96), serving clients.

**Corporate.** Corporate public relations operations are aligned with the values of their corporation as well as the ones of the nation where the company is based out of (Olasky, 2013; Vercic, 2011). Their main function consists of addressing multiple publics through different media and at various paces, depending on the event and situation, which makes it important for them to build rapport and maintain relationships with a variety of stakeholders (Olasky, 2013). One of the main skills for PR practitioners to have is the adjustment of their communication style to the variety of industries that they might have to work with during one day as well as the ability to compartmentalize the time since it is a very fast-paced environment (Kim & Reber, 2008). Start-ups can be seen as a smaller version of corporate companies; their public relations practice follows the same pattern, just on a smaller scale since they are still growing and working on the development of their departments (Gregory, 2000).

**Agencies.** Vercic (2011) describes the culture of a PR agency as a “publicist, journalistic culture, largely influenced by the previous socialization of their personnel in media organizations” (p. 243). The systems tend to be looser, characterized by an informal style that makes it possible for practitioners to adjust their communication style to the corresponding media type. The development of stories requires great writing and editing skills from agency practitioners since they tend to focus on crises or opportunities to bring their word out to the mass media (Vercic); thus, publicity is the key word to describe the agency PR culture.
Non-Profit Organizations. The problem with non-profit organizations is the lack of a clear definition, as Froehlich and Peters (2015) point out, since there are many different types that have different intentions in the political, sociocultural, and charitable field. The purpose of non-profit organizations, however, is similar to that of corporates: They communicate in behalf of their own company. What differentiates them is the primary goal for their PR. Whereas corporates aim to make profit, nonprofits “seek to win public support of their mission and programs through active and open communication” (Seitel, 2007, p. 256). Regardless of the area in which PR practitioners work, they all have to follow an effective system when developing campaigns, which consists of messages sent out by an entity to their target audience publics that are utilized to spread the word of an important piece of news, which can have the goal either to promote or defend ideas, products, or behaviors, depending on the situation (Sheehan & Xavier, 2009).

The Development of Campaigns

According to Barnard and Parker (2012), a campaign is “a planned sequence of communication that makes use of all appropriate channels to achieve defined outcomes in a specific timeframe by influencing the decision-makers who will allow success” (p. 9). The development of a campaign is a time-consuming process, starting with a clear statement of a goal and specific objectives that will decide which strategies and tactics to use in order to be appropriate and effective (Austin & Pinkleton, 2015). There are different models that scholars use to explain the parts and steps of creating public relations campaigns; they all have different acronyms, for example ROSTE (Parkinson & Ekachai, 2006), RACE (Marston, 1963), or ROPE (Hendrix, 1998), but focus on the same steps, so I will explain on the basis of the ROSTE Model.
**ROSTE Model.** An internationally recognized model that scholars use to explain the parts and steps of creating a public relations campaign is called ROSTE, which stands for Research, Objectives, Strategies, Tactics, and Evaluation (Parkinson & Ekachai, 2006). To provide a better understanding of the importance of the inclusion of each of these components and the necessity to manage them effectively, I will explain them in more detail:

The first part of the model, research, focuses on questions like: What media sources are available? What are the cultural norms? In other words, the model takes into consideration not only what has been done successfully so far, but also what changes practitioners have to take into consideration and how they can adjust campaigns in order to achieve an appropriate application that ensures a positive perception by target audiences (Marston, 1963). When talking about objectives, Hendrix (1998) emphasizes that these can either focus on impact in terms of informing and influencing attitude, or on output, which refers to the appropriate execution. In summary, the second phase consists of having measurable and defined time frames combined with providing valuable work.

The third step, strategies, focuses on the “selection of messages [that] must be based on an understanding of culture of the target public” (Parkinson & Ekachi, 2006, p. 91). This phase refers to the use of sensitivity and awareness as part of actions that the PR professionals have to undertake. An example would be the choice of an appropriate spokesperson. Whereas strategies refer to plans and actions, tactics describe the use of tools, for example, the directedness of the communication style and the choice of the most effective medium, depending on the cultural environment. To the end, PR professionals evaluate the campaign’s effectiveness and success. They can measure the change through the satisfaction of clients and the target audience (Parkinson & Ekachi, 2006, p. 91).
**International Application.** The ROSTE model can be used as framework in various countries and cultures, be it when talking about objectives or coming up with effective strategies; PR practitioners can easily adjust details internally, depending on the organization’s needs. No matter whether this model is applied for a national or global campaign, it is important to consider the different cultural backgrounds of the practitioners and stakeholders, thus to be aware of its “constant evaluation and modification” (Parkinson & Ekachai, 2006, p. 90) that play a significant role in providing reliability and validity for its application. As pointed out by Gudykunst (2005), tolerance, patience, and mindfulness are important intercultural communication skills that can be helpful during the development of campaigns. An example that demonstrates how not being inclusive and aware of various cultural implications can make a company’s reputation suffer, is a recent campaign by Pepsi. It received a lot of criticism for borrowing elements from the Black Lives Matter movement with a White model being part of the protest and representing the brand (e.g., Victor, 2017). Sensitivity and the openness for changes and adjustments have to be part of the campaign development in order to work inclusively (Parkinson & Ekachai, 2006). The consideration of goals, cultures, and capabilities in relation with what is realistic and what can be accomplished brings along more limitations, but less exclusion and failures of campaigns.

Many scholars (e.g., Hon & Brunner, 2000; Oliveira, 2013; Shome, 2012) refer to a broader set of issues in PR campaigns that are delivered in more than one country, or that try to address multiple target audiences with different cultural backgrounds within one country. An example that Oliveira (2013) points out is the “lack of cultural sensitivity” (p. 257) that can lead to misunderstandings, which can cause a message to be ineffective or even inappropriate.

Today, this cultural variety is becoming more of a priority because of a drastic change in the work and private setting, impacted by the increasing numbers of immigrants in the United
States and Germany (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2018; U.S. Census Bureau, 2016). As becomes clear, the surrounding culture affects the application of public relations as well as its role in the society.

**The Interdependence between Culture and Public Relations**

“Culture is communication and communication is culture” (Hall, 1959, p. 97). This statement by scholar Edward Hall best describes the interdependence between these two phenomena; by extension, it shows that culture influences PR when practiced across borders but also within the same nation, or even the same organization, since every person is coined by different backgrounds, values, and beliefs, which are key components of culture (Hall, 1976; Kim, 2001). Since Public Relations is fundamentally about the establishment and development of relationships, and culture has an impact on all types of human communication (Sriramesh, 2012), it is important to see the connection between these concepts.

Culture influences people’s behavior, as well as their norms and rules, since they experience it subconsciously through the process of socialization (Hall, 1976; Kim, 2001). Globalization changes the conceptualization of culture and territory from being synonymous (Clifford, 1997) to being hybrid (e.g., Bardhan and Weaver, 2011). Sriramesh (2012) expands the notion of culture beyond societal elements to include political economy, media, and activist culture when considering the interdependence between Public Relations and culture. Sriramesh and Vercic (2009) expand on Grunig’s and Hunt’s (1984) definition of public relations, cited earlier, by adding a cultural element to it. They refer to it as “the strategic communication that different types of organizations use for establishing and maintaining symbiotic relationships with relevant publics, many of whom are increasingly becoming culturally diverse” (Sriramesh & Vercic, 2009, p. 34).
Organizational Culture

An important aspect to take into consideration as part of the analysis of the interdependent relationship between PR and culture is the factor that public relations itself can be referred to as a culture with a main focus on its people, its practitioners. Organizational culture refers to an organization’s identity, that is, who they are and what they stand for, often referred to as their vision and mission statements (Schultz, Hatch, & Holten Larsen, 2000). This identification takes place not only externally but also internally, so that members can portray the experienced and perceived everyday organizational life beliefs and values when communicating with the publics (Geertz, 1973; Hofstede 1980). Often, people say that “the social role of public relations – and thereby its identity – is a work in progress” (Sriramesh, 2012, p. 20). Scholars agree that campaigns have to be adjusted to multiple cultures in order to be successful (Parkinson & Ekachai, 2006; Sriramesh & Vercic, 2003); that means that a mutual understanding of a shared culture should be the case between “the client, public relations practitioner, and the target public” (Parkinson & Ekachai, 2006, p. 66).

In order to better understand the role of culture in communication, scholars have tended to take either an etic approach, which uses terms and frameworks developed by scholars to compare multiple cultures, or emic approaches, which seek understanding of cultural ways from within the culture (Gudykunst & Nishida, 1989). An example for an etic approach is Lewis’ (2006) model that compares cross-cultural differences among countries on three dimensions: linear-active (cool, factual, decisive planners), multi-active (warm, emotional, loquacious, impulsive), and reactive (courteous, amiable, accommodating, compromisers, good listeners).
Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions

Cultural researchers have provided different ways of understanding and explaining the similarities and differences between countries with various cultural backgrounds, including dimensions as a basis for comparisons (an *etic* approach). One such approach that has received much attention by cross-cultural PR scholars is Hofstede’s dimensions (Courtright, Wolfe, & Baldwin, 2011). Geert Hofstede (1984) developed a survey study to compare core values among employees of 50 nations worldwide and identified cultural dimensions. His original publication of scales that referred to the explanation of four dimensions found great appeal among scholars who conducted cross-cultural studies. Critiques from other scholars, as well as newer findings, as will be explained below, led Hofstede (2010) to the addition of two more dimensions.

**Power Distance.** The first dimension refers to power distance, which explains how important the status and roles among members of the same culture are within cultural groups, and what impact they have on the conduct toward each other. An example that Sriramesh and Kim (2000) used to visualize this dimension is the Indian caste system, which reflects high power distance.

**Individualism vs. Collectivism.** Hofstede’s (2001) second dimension takes into consideration whether a nation is more individualistic or collectivist, which depends on whether the individuals within one culture or important ingroups are valued more than outgroups (Hofstede, 2001). Various scholars who conducted cross-cultural studies (e.g., Gudykunst, Yoon, Nishida, 1987) found that members of individualistic cultures experience less difficulty talking to and criticizing strangers than members of collectivist cultures. Closely connected to Hofstede’s second dimension is Hall’s (1976) explanation of low-and high-context
communication patterns. Members of individualistic groups tend to be more direct and explicit in their statements, whereas people in collectivist cultures prefer the use of implicit language.

**Masculinity vs. Femininity.** Hofstede’s (1984) third dimension refers to the role that masculinity and femininity play in a cultural society, which relates to certain expectations and behaviors that are “more suitable to females or more suitable to men” (p. 177). Societies that focus on competition and rewards reflect masculinity, whereas feminine cultures prefer consensus and cooperation. Further, masculine cultures tend to favor role rigidity, with distinct social roles for males and females, and feminine cultures have more role fluidity, or overlap between what men and women do.

**Uncertainty Avoidance.** The fourth category, which Hofstede (1984) labels uncertainty avoidance, refers to the likeliness of cultural members to accept ambiguity and unpredictability. There, again, is a close connection between this dimension and Hall’s (1976) notion of high- and low-context communication. High-context communicators tend to have a higher tolerance level for ambiguity than low-context ones. Uncertainty avoidance also relates to people’s likeliness to take risks. If a culture is characterized by low uncertainty avoidance, the members of that group acknowledge and tolerate the ambiguity of existence, which leads to a higher engagement in risk-taking and less predictions and fears about the future.

**Long-term vs. short-term orientation.** The fifth dimension that Hofstede (2009) added more recently, focuses on long-term orientation, that is, a culture’s attitude towards change. This dimension explains how beliefs among cultural groups influence decisions. Hofstede differentiates between societies convinced of the created moral and will in the world as it is and those that support transformations and preparedness for coming changes in the future, such as through discipline, education, and hard work. Societies with a short-term approach put traditions
first, and do not support newer concepts and changes as much as long-term focused societies that prefer a more pragmatic, future-oriented thinking (Hofstede Insights, 2018).

**Indulgence versus restraint.** Hofstede’s (2010) sixth dimension deals with regulations and freedoms. Members of indulgent cultural groups experience “relatively free gratification of basic and natural human drives to enjoying life and having fun” (Hofstede Insights, 2018). In contrast to indulgent societies, restraint ones allow for less enjoyment and focus on the strict following of regulations and norms that leads to a following the social prescriptions that duty requires of different roles (e.g., supervisor-employee) at all times.

**Application and Critique of Hofstede’s Cultural Dimensions**

Hofstede developed scales to sort countries according to these cultural dimensions and applies the dimensions to the general behavior and communication style of inhabitants of those nations. Many scholars who connect culture and public relations in cross-cultural studies make use of Hofstede’s (1984, 2001) cultural dimensions when explaining similarities and differences in terms of power, communication behavior, and outcomes (e.g., Kim & Kim, 2009, 2010; Rhee, 2002). Specifically, Hofstede’s power distance dimension has been identified as an important factor when explaining the difference in its practice (Jiang & Wei, 2013; Mustasha & De Troyer, 2009; Sriramesh & White, 1992). Taylor and Kent (1999) found that countries with low power distance, like the United States, tend to reach out to multiple target audiences at the same time since they value equality and authoritarianism less. Huck (2004) explored how Hofstede’s (2001) cultural dimensions had an impact on PR in Germany and confirmed the collective-individual dichotomy. She found that the national culture of the practitioner was more influential for the development of campaigns than the corporate culture.
Although these dimensions provide basic explanations for the interdependence between public relations and culture that have often been applied as a tool in cross-cultural studies to explain the PR practitioners’ approach to the audience, they also experienced a lot of criticism in its methodology, application, and conceptualization. Courtright, Wolfe, and Baldwin (2011) summarized multiple critique points made by various scholars and emphasized the need for alternatives that are less static and not focused only on national borders. As several scholars point out (e.g., Baldwin, 2018; Casmir, 1999; Collier, 1994; Ting-Toomey, 2012), culture is not necessarily bound to national borders. Methodologically speaking, the creation of Hofstede’s (1984, 2001) scale items and dimensions experience criticism because of possible issues related to translation misunderstandings and the possibility that the samples might not be generalizable to the culture of an entire nation (Cai, 1998; McSweeney, 2002).

Besides that, Hofstede’s dimensions only take an etic approach, which is Li’s (2012) point of criticism in her discussion of advantages and disadvantages between emic and etic approaches to cross-cultural studies. Since Hofstede developed dimensions in order to compare elements of the nations’ cultures, the dimensions provide an etic framework, namely the development of universal, external categories that result in the “dropping of the unique parts of each culture” (p. 111). Some cultural peculiarities can be compared through this approach, but the different cultural and behavioral specifications should also be explored through an emic approach, which refers to understanding a culture from a view internal to the culture (Davidson, Jaccard, Triandis, Morales, & Diaz-Guerrero, 1976; Morris, Leung, Ames, & Lickel, 1999; Pike, 1966). In order to get results that simultaneously focus on culture-specific aspects and allow for a comparison of both countries and their cultures, several researchers recommend the combination
of emic and etic approaches (e.g., Baldwin et al., 2014; Berry, 1990; Davidson et al., 1976; Morris et al., 1999).

For effective intercultural and cultural public relations, it is important to have “empirical evidence on the nexus between the specific cultural idiosyncrasies of individual countries and PR practice before it is possible to globalize some of the cultural principles” (Sriramesh, 2002, p. 63). In sum, it can be useful to do a specific comparison of similarities and differences between countries when doing cross-cultural comparisons that not only makes use of Hofstede’s dimensions or other universal models, but also takes the individual internal cultural sides into consideration. Hence, for the purpose of this study, the next section will analyze cultural similarities and differences between the United States and Germany on both levels.

**Cultural Similarities and Differences between Germany and the United States**

A comparison between Germany and the United States makes clear that they are aligned in terms of sharing cultural values, standards, and norms. A consideration of Hofstede’s (2001) dimensions and Lewis’ (2006) model show that the United States and Germany are very similar, culturally speaking. Both countries fall into the linear-active category (Lewis, 2006) and are referred to as individualistic and direct (Hall, 1976; Hofstede, 2001).

Hofstede (2001) categorized the United States as the most individualistic country in the world, describing Americans as informal and participative communicators with a focus on openness towards new acquaintances and a convenient hierarchy within organizations. Germany is also characterized by an individualistic culture and has the small power-distance system and low-context communication in common with the United States (Hall, 1976; Hofstede, 2001; Oetzel et al., 2003). However, Germans self-report as being less individualistic than U.S. Americans (Hofstede, 2001), which becomes specifically obvious in encounters with new people.
when Germans tend to be more reserved (Hall & Hall, 1990; Hinner, 2001). Americans, on the other hand, enjoy small talk and focus on being liked (Friday, 1989). Friday (1989) found that Germans insist in a more thorough and much longer training period for new managers than Americans, which he related to Germans’ higher uncertainty management that would result in more effective plans, decisions, and short-term solutions. Although people of both countries have the same approach to time orientation and punctuality, they differ in their attitude towards planning. Germans prefer to keep plans as they are, whereas Americans do not avoid a change of plans as much (Hall & Hall, 1990).

People in both countries prefer a direct communication style, but differ when discussing disagreements and in the finding of solutions. Whereas Germans prefer to “discuss issues thoroughly and completely” (Oetzel et al., 2003) and do not mind confrontation and bluntness, U.S. Americans tend to have calmer discussions that do not necessarily provide long-term but rather short-term solutions. Business studies (Hall & Hall, 1990; Hinner, 2001) found that Germans in contrast to Americans avoid small talk, but rather focus on efficient discussions with long-term solutions as the outcome. This rather reserved and serious behavior is often perceived as impolite and distant by Americans (Clackworthy, 1996; Hinner, 2001, Hall & Hall, 1990).

As noticed above, the cultural values and norms not only have an impact on interpersonal relationships and private discourse between American and Germans, but affect business situations. The same applies to the development of particular forms of communication or the use of media. The United States and Germany approach public relations in a similar way but have experienced shifts and changes at different times because of historical and cultural factors.
Public Relations Development in the United States

With the enormous size and population of the United States, its increasing variety in terms of people and their background has always been a challenge in the public relations field (Grunig & Grunig, 2003). Right after the immigration wave happened following World War II, the need and request for mediators between clients and their publics became bigger and bigger (Grunig & Grunig). According to Grunig and Grunig, “The field is rooted in less-than-effective and -ethical practice” (p. 337) and did not experience a real development until the 1980s. That decade saw a rapid growth of practitioners. When comparing the 1960s and the 1980s, scholars (e.g., Cutlip, 1995; Grunig & Grunig, 2003) identify a focus on policies instead of publicity, a growing number of women as practitioners, and a higher accountability because of a breakthrough in research and theory developments as major achievements.

Today, the majority of all US PR practitioners have at least a bachelor’s degree when entering the field (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2018). PR practitioners’ focus is on strategic planning; they are in charge of various tasks, for example media relations, project management, and crisis management (Cutlip et al., 2000). Bloom (2002) emphasizes how the value and vitality of public relations has grown over time. On the other side, negative associations with the term public relations have also increased (Grunig & Grunig, 2003), which is why the Public Relations Society of America (PRSA), founded in 1984, emphasizes the importance of ethical codes and accreditation (PRSA, 2018).

Because of the United States’ economic situation, which is characterized by capitalism and the impact of big companies, corporate culture is one of the most influencing factors for their public relations (Sriramesh, Grunig, & Dozier, 1996). As a result, the main work environment
for PR practitioners consists of multinational companies. This explains the need for the application of more strategic communication.

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2017), 259,600 people are currently working as PR practitioners all over the United States. Their average pay sits at $58,020 per year. As made clear by Gudykunst (2014), the United States culture is becoming more and more pluralistic, which will influence the PR practice tremendously.

**Public Relations Development in Germany**

As the country that first made use of the term public relations, Germany has a long history in this field. German scholar Guenter Bentele (1997) named the beginning of the nineteenth century to the end of World War I as the first period of German PR history. Back then, PR was mainly used in the political field. From that point on, it has gone through an immense change because of historical events, from being a tool “to stabilize the system from the top” (Bentele & Seiffert, 2011, p. 127), a submissive propaganda instrument by Nazis, to its institutionalization as part of a civic culture. German PR adopted many ideas from the US system and experienced “a cultural shift from a mainly national culture to an emerging influence of corporate culture on PR” (p. 127).

However, what makes a difference in the approach and use of PR between Germany and the United States are the different cultural patterns. Whereas innovations in the US focused on best practice, Germany’s rationality type was the result of the emphasis on “best principles” (Guenther, 2007, p. 171), which led to what makes up PR in Germany nowadays: the connection to the country’s deliberative culture, the connection of it as a reasoning public, and its practice with a focus on “mutual understanding within society” (Bentele & Seiffert, 2011, p. 131). German PR is in some aspects aligned with Grunig and Hunt’s (1984) symmetrical model of PR,
but rather fits Habermas’ (1981) theory of communicative action when considering how it does not only communicate to but with its publics.

Whereas organizational culture is more seen “as a contributing factor to excellence” for the PR practice (Bentele & Seiffert, 2011, p. 134) in the United States, in Germany it has more relevance in the organization of the PR process and the application itself. Bentele (1997b) added some features to the definition by Grunig and Hunt (1984) that are focused on the inclusion of organizational and societal functions: “monitoring, information, communication, persuasion (primary functions), image building, continuous building of trust, management of conflicts, the building of social consensus” (Bentele, 1997b, p. 22). These add-ons demonstrate the impact of German history and memory on its development and practice. This influence, however, is not one-sided. Not only does German culture have an impact on public relations, PR itself functions as an implementing source of constructing the community in terms of being a guide that serves as a commemorator of its history, organization, and forms the nations’ narrative (Assmann, 2007; Sennett, 2007).

Today, more than 40,000 people have officially been identified as public relations practitioners in Germany, the majority of them being women, with more than 90% having a college degree (Bentele, Seidenglanz, & Fechner, 2015). The average salary for PR practitioners accounts for 67,000€, which equals $80,000 (Bentele et al., 2015).

**Multiculturalism**

As noticed earlier, due to globalization, a development that both countries have been and are experiencing is an increasing number of immigrants from a variety of countries and variety of cultural backgrounds (Sriramesh & Vercic, 2003; Statistisches Bundesamt, 2018; U.S. Census Bureau, 2016).
Whereas former research likes to differentiate between Western and Eastern cultures as individualistic and collectivist ones, newer research does not only take that into consideration, but also the occurrence of multiculturalism, which is rather seen as a concept of having cultural diversity among the population of one country (Sison, 2009). Chen and Starosta (2008) predicted a decade ago that this form “will become the norm rather the expectation in American life” (p. 216). Moosmueller and Schoenhuth (2009) call Germany “an immigration country” (p. 220). In both countries, people with different values, attitudes, and worldviews as well as languages and religious views are living together in the same community; this would be referred to as multiculturalism.

Banks (2000) names migrations, internationalization, a change in trades, and communication technology as the four main factors for growing diversity among nations and a more “international setting” for organizations (p. 9). Often, people tend to associate culture with country boundaries although several cultures can be found within one country, even within one entity, or one family (e.g., Banks, 2000; Ting-Toomey, 2012; Sriramesh & Vercic, 2003). The key concept for a unit sharing the same culture is the concept of distinctive identification and shared value systems and categories, which can refer to a variety of aspects, for example language, religions, or biological sex. This variety suggests an addition to the original PR definitions: the importance of “taking full account of the normal human variation in the systems of meaning by which groups understand and enact their everyday lives” (Banks, 2000, p. 20).

The acknowledgement of diversity is an aspect that plays a huge role in multicultural societies, which is often still lacking in research and campaigns. Sison (2009) compared twelve campaign entries in Australia, which is a country that is known for its multicultural publics, and found that only three of them discussed cultural variables. On top of that, these three campaigns focused on
nothing but race and language as cultural factors. The issue of not having common history, expectations, and demands but still treating each other with respect and in an inclusive way is a challenge that multicultural societies are constantly dealing with (Parekh, 2000). In order to overcome distrust and ethnocentrism, people need to learn to accept and recognize cultural otherness and differences (Moosmueller & Schoenmuth, 2009; Rock & Koeck, 2004).

The development of multicultural societies calls for an adjustment of practitioners that are responsible for effective communication between organizations and their publics. This fast-paced environment, thus, asks for quick reactions and responses that are appropriate and effective towards people with different cultural backgrounds and expectations at the same time.

**PR Practitioners in a Multicultural Environment**

The main question that occurs here is: How can PR practitioners develop campaigns that make it possible to reach out to target audiences in western, originally individualistic cultures where multicultural societies are becoming more and more common? In order to fit the needs of multicultural communities, PR practitioners need to be aware of all the various types of communication playing into it.

The task of a PR practitioner is the development, adaptation, and transmission of messages that “advance the interests of the client to the target public” (Parkinson & Ekachai, 2006, p. 70). As Parkinson and Ekachai (2006) make clear, in order to work expansively and reach mass audiences effectively, PR practitioners first of all have to focus on their own mindset, thus intrapersonal communication. Besides that, practitioners have to become aware of their subconscious use of ethnocentrism, which is the placement of their own culture at the center (Kim, 2001; Parkinson & Ekachai, 2006). Interpersonally, they should be aware of small group settings that influence their thoughts and needs, internally as well as externally. In a multicultural
environment, practitioners require the ability to adjust themselves quickly and come up with solutions that appeal to target audiences with various backgrounds (e.g., Corella & Herrera, 2011). Allen and Dozier (2012) recommend having cultural diversity among PR practitioners of any given entity in order to address culturally diverse publics effectively. PR practitioners have to be aware of the country’s cultural dimensions since they function as cultural mediators (Curtin & Gaither, 2007; Hodges, 2006) to communicate between clients and their customers who all bring in their own cultural identities. Therefore, L’Etang (2012) refers to PR practitioners in a multicultural society as “culture-workers” (p. 219).

One known challenge is people’s inability to understand and explain their own culture effectively to others; it is often taken for granted since people do not think or discuss their own cultural background and values often (Brislin, 2001; 2006). That is why, it is necessary for PR practitioners to learn specific skills that make them effective intercultural communicators (Gudykunst & Kim, 2003).

**Theoretical Framework: Intercultural Communication Competence**

In order to be successful in a multicultural setting where it is necessary to pay attention to individuals with various cultural backgrounds that have to be targeted at the same time one major skill to develop is intercultural communication competence (ICC). Spitzberg (2015) developed a model that takes into account the aspects that make up competence, the factors that influence it, and the “location” of competence.

First, it is important to understand the notion competence. Spitzberg and Changnon (2009) discuss the various criteria that scholars use to explain the meaning of competence, which are understanding, relationship development, satisfaction, effectiveness, appropriateness, and adaption. Specifically, Spitzberg (2015) sees intercultural competence as including two
dimensions—effectiveness and appropriateness. Effectiveness refers to “an individual’s ability to produce intended effects through interaction with the environment” (p. 217) with the intention to reach the valued goals. Appropriateness is connected to the ability to adjust the behavior (actions) and language to different norms and rules, depending on the situation. For example, these might relate to Grice’s (1975) guidelines to appropriateness, such as saying enough for the situation, saying the right thing, adjustment to the situation, topic, and clarity of dispatch.

These guidelines are often seen in connection with specific skill sets. The problem with such a connection, however, is that it is not possible to use a universal approach to explain competence (Spitzberg, 2000, 2007). Therefore, when using the term competence in an intercultural approach, Spitzberg and Changon (2009) focused on the relevant conceptualizations of it that refer to “the appropriate and effective management of interaction between people who, to some degree or another, represent different or divergent affective, cognitive, and behavioral orientations to the world” (p. 7). Thus, the definition of communication competence in general can extend to include contextual factors. Chen and Starosta (2008) argue that communicators should look at “cultural commonalities and move beyond cultural differences in order to reach the ideal goals advocated by cultural dialogists and cultural critics” (p. 217).

Spitzberg (2015) was the first one to conceptualize intercultural communication competence in form of a model that would take a more integrative approach to it in terms of the locus of competence, or “where” competence occurs. He divides the factors that impact competence into individual system—the characteristics a person brings with them to an intercultural interaction, episodic system—the aspects of the interaction itself, and relational system—or characteristics individuals develop working with each other over time, such as mutual trust. What, however, plays a central role on all of these levels, are both interactants’
“motivation to communicate, knowledge of communication in that context, and skills in implementing their motivation and knowledge” (p. 380) as the effective determinants for perceiving each other as interculturally competent.

Spitzberg’s (2015) original model experienced many modifications and adjustments, by himself as well as other scholars. Whereas scholars kept the basic concept of competence, they changed or adjusted some variables to a specific part of ICC. Kim (1988) included individual tempers in form of predispositions and contextual conditions in her adjusted ICC model to explain how adjustment to the cultural orientations between intercultural communicators takes place. Ting-Toomey and Kurogi (1998) include criteria that focus more on behavioral and outcome factors, for example facework and mindfulness, that can be used for research that is aligned with politeness and facework management theory. Arasaratnam (2008) focuses on causes and effects of intercultural communication competence and has conducted several surveys to find out how collective variables, for example empathy and global attitudes, predict the motivation to have interculturally adjusted interactions. These are only a few examples that demonstrate the scope and breadth of the ICC model.

Moosmueller and Schoenhuth (2009) explored what role intercultural competence plays in German discourse and compared its development to the one in the United States. The intercultural communication competence publications in Germany mainly make use of American publications and use their knowledge and advice as an orientation (Hammer, 1998; Moosmueller & Schoenhuth, 2009). As the two scholars point out, it was not as narrow and focused as in the US since its growth happened in a variety of fields, which is reflected in its fields of practice nowadays (e.g., education, linguistics, business). Specifically, the particularities of the conceptualization of intercultural competence in Germany consist of “critical reasoning, the
attempt to integrate systemic aspects and the tendency to prefer the growth approach over the efficiency approach” (p. 210). However, for Germans, it can be more difficult to admit cultural differences and address this topic openly because of their history; people in Germany tend to equate cultural differences with racism and want to avoid associations like these. That is why the advancement of ICC concepts in Germany can be challenging for researchers.

**Rationale and Research Questions**

The existing literature and research reveals that the awareness of cultural dimensions and their clash in multicultural societies plays a crucial role for contemporary PR practitioners who seek to work effectively and design campaigns that are adjusted to the needs of the publics (e.g., Busching, Gentile, Krahe, Moeller, Khoo, Walsh, & Anderson, 2015; Ginesta, Ordex, & Rom, 2017; Rebeil Corella & Herrera, 2011). Former research tends to mainly take an etic approach to cross-cultural studies that makes use of Hofstede’s (1984) cultural dimensions and focus on communicational differences between individualistic and collectivist cultures, such as China and the United States (e.g., Jiang & Wei, 2013). However, countries that are considered as culturally similar from an etic perspective sometimes still experience differences that have an impact on their communication behavior when being explored on an emic level (Ngai, 2000).

Two countries that are considered as similar culturally from an outside perspective (e.g., Hofstede, 1984, 2001) differ when explored from within. Several studies exposed cultural specifics that make a difference in Germans’ and Americans’ communicational patterns and business-related approaches, behaviors, and decision-making processes (e.g., Clackworthy, 1996; Friday, 1989; Hall & Hall, 1990). Besides that, both countries are among the most effected by globalization in terms of high immigration numbers from various countries (Sriramesh & Vercic, 2003; Statistisches Bundesamt, 2018; U.S. Census Bureau, 2016). The relevancy of practitioners’
roles has changed in Germany and the United States: The new cultural environment demands a broader skills set that is not only focused on the development of interpersonal but also intercultural communication skills. This paper leads to the argument that PR practitioners in two individualistic, culturally similar countries that experience multiculturalism may perceive what is interculturally competent in terms of public relations practice differently, specifically when designing appropriate campaigns that address multiple diverse target audiences simultaneously. The study also has the goal to explore the role the different ICC elements, namely how motivation, knowledge, and skills are connected, play for the individual of PR practitioners, as well as their perceptions of the relational context in international PR experiences. These concerns lead to the following research questions:

RQ1: What role do participants feel culture plays in public relations practice in the United States and Germany?

RQ2: Which cultural dimensions and specific cultural influences do participants find relevant in their PR practice, specifically the development of campaigns?

RQ3: How do PR practitioners in Germany and the United States perceive appropriateness and effectiveness to play out when developing campaigns?

RQ4: What skills do PR practitioners perceive as necessary in order to work efficiently in the PR field, and do they adjust their PR practices to multiculturalism in these two countries?

RQ5: How motivated are PR practitioners to adjust their communication behaviors to target audiences with diverse cultural backgrounds?

RQ6: What challenges and benefits do PR practitioners perceive to multicultural public relations practice?
These research questions aim to answer the bigger question, when considering the interdependence of culture and public relations, namely: What does all this mean for the practice of global PR?

**Conclusion**

This chapter explained the development in terms of globalization that leads up to the emergence of more multicultural societies and the need to be aware of the interdependence between culture and public relations. It not only demonstrated how it is important to conduct cross-cultural studies of countries that are different when being compared on an etic dimension, but showed the importance of taking an emic approach to explore the cultural specifics from an inside perspective. This led to a consideration of Germany’s and the United States’ PR development as well as cultural comparison on an emic and etic level. Since both countries are characterized by the emergence of multicultural societies, the theoretical framework focused on the development of intercultural communication competence.

Since all of the research questions focus on the exploration of PR practitioners’ perceptions and experiences, this study will take a qualitative approach. The next chapter explains how I recruit participants to conduct in-depth interviews that will provide information about practitioners’ perspectives in the United States and Germany, which allow for an emic-etic combined cross-cultural data analysis.
CHAPTER III: METHODS

As addressed in the literature review, it is important to see the interdependence between culture and public relations in our globalized world. The literature review explained how similarities in cultural background and dimensions can be found in the United States and Germany, but also emphasized differences in terms of cultural communication styles. This study makes use of qualitative interviews with PR practitioners of both countries to explore how perceptions of cultural similarities and differences affect them and their development of campaigns. The intercultural communication competence model will be utilized to examine participants’ awareness and adjustment skills.

Participants

The participants consisted of public relations practitioners that are either residing and working in the United States or Germany. The requirement for their participation was that they be at least 18 years old, have received education or training in PR, and be currently working for a corporate organization, a PR agency, or an institution. The researchers and faculty members of a midwestern university recruited the participants through network sampling via email and social media posts (snowball sampling). The participation was voluntary and confidential. The PR practitioners who decided to participate contacted the researcher on their own volition via e-mail, without their work places or others knowing who participated. The total number of interviewees is 16, with half of them working and residing in the United States and the other half in Germany. Since the purpose of a qualitative research project is not generalizability but rather an intense construction of cultural categories and the finding of relationships, according to McCracken (1988) “eight respondents will be perfectly sufficient” (p. 17) per country.
All of the eight American participants work in Illinois, with six of them being female and two being male. One participant identifies herself as African-American, one identifies himself as Hispanic, born and raised in a South-American country with Spanish being his first language; the other six interviewees as White/Caucasian. Their ages range between 23 and 41 years. The majority, four of the participants, work for a PR agency, two of them in corporate, one for an institution, and one for a non-profit organization. All of the them have a college degree—seven a bachelor’s degree and one with a master’s. Besides one participant, everyone’s major was related to communication studies or public relations. All of the American participants mentioned internships and practical experiences during their studies as part of the training and education in the PR field.

All but one of the eight German participants did not complete their degree or apprenticeship in a communication-related field. Four of them studied some type of social science, the other half did an apprenticeship in a business-related field, for example marketing and economics. The German participants are between 27 and 50 years old and come from different cities and federal states all over German, which provided more regional variance than the participant sample from the US, who were all practicing their PR in the same midwestern US state. Four of them were male, four female. One of the interviewees residing and working in Germany identified as Indian, the others as White/Caucasian. Three participants work in some type of PR-/Marketing-/Advertising agency, two (maybe three) in institutional PR, one for a start-up, and one (maybe two) in a global corporate.

**Data Collection**

The goal of this study was to find out more details about the experiences and perceptions of PR practitioners. Respondent interviews (Lindlof & Taylor, 2011) are a useful method to gain
these sorts of details. By using this method, I was able to get an in-depth insight about the interviewees’ views, conceptualizations, and actions. Another advantage of respondent interviews is “that responses can be compared across the sample” (p. 180), which made it easier to see what the participants agreed on; thus, qualitative methods helped to identify recurring themes that were useful for the analysis. Further, the interviews were semi-structured. This method gave the interviewer the possibility to prepare questions ahead of time and to use them as a guide, but it also allowed the interviewer to vary the question wording and order when it seemed appropriate and useful for the research project (Cohen & Crabtree, 2006). Besides that, semi-structured interviews simplify the comparability between respondents since they do not focus on the repetition of exact words and same vocabulary, but rather on the “equivalence of meaning” (Barriball & White, 1994, p. 330).

**Procedure**

I interviewed the participants via Skype and recorded the audios. I am a native German speaker and fluent in English, which made it possible for me to offer to the German participants to conduct the interviews in their preferred language. Five respondents decide to receive the questions and/or answer in German. I translated segments of interviews used for analysis afterwards. This helped to avoid language barriers or misunderstandings. The interviews lasted between 25 and 55 minutes. I read an informed consent to the participants at the beginning of the interview, which confirmed confidentiality and got me their oral consent to proceed as well as the permission to audio record them (Appendix A). The consent also provided more information about the project’s content, purpose, risks, and benefits in order to achieve rapport (Lindlof & Taylor, 2011). All procedures were approved by the university’s institutional review board.
Interview Protocol

The interviews started off with self-disclosure as I provided some information about myself, the project, and my research goals. The participants then provided some demographic information, as for example gender and education. Afterwards, a series of open-ended questions focused on their educational and training background, the procedure for the development of campaigns, and their awareness of the importance and impact of cultural dimensions. The interview protocol combined nondirective questions that left more freedom for the respondents to talk about specific terms and concepts (Lindlof & Taylor, 2011) and structural ones that made them “think along certain lines or within certain parameters” (p. 207).

Data Analysis

Coding, Unitizing, and Categorizing

The first analysis stage consisted of the verbatim transcriptions of all of the interviews with participants who reside and work in the United States. In order to keep the confidentiality of the participants, I assigned pseudonymous names and did not mention the company name or anything else that could have revealed who they are or which company they are working for. While transcribing the interviews, I included reflections from former interviews and field notes, which reflected first ideas about the development of themes and conceptual categories. Furthermore, I added some commentaries and memos to the transcriptions that made it easier to compare the transcriptions for common themes that appeared to be repeated and emphasized as significant by multiple interview participants. Although the meaning and importance of some of these in-process writings changed, many of them appeared to have a beneficial impact on the following analysis stages, as described by Lindlof and Taylor (2011).
The second analysis stage consisted of the development of categories for the American participants, with clustering of data elements/units that are similar in their representation of themes and concepts (Lindlof & Taylor, 2011; Spiggle, 1994). I first went through the coding process, which is the systematic labeling of ideas that are relevant to the research questions. Second, I created a chart with three columns: category names, examples, and units included in category. The following step consisted of unitizing (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), which made it possible to sort the transcripts into segments with the ideas that are relevant to the RQs, and added a third column with example quotes for the different units. The final step, categorizing, consisted of two parts: an inductive data analysis and the reference to previous theories and models. I did not only use low-inference but also high-inference categorization, which “require knowledge of cultural insider meanings or call for more complex decision rules for coding data” (p. 247). I then circled the units, which made it easier to clearly recognize similar themes connected to Hofstede’s (2001) cultural dimensions and Spitzberg’s (2015) model of intercultural communication competence. The focus was on codes and units that apply to Hofstede’s expanded set of six dimensions, described in Chapter 2 as well as on the development of inductive categories to locate categories of knowledge, motivation, and skills (competence) that practitioners in the two countries use. This allowed the analysis to go beyond Hofstede’s dimensions, and to conduct not only etic but also emic research. This interpretive content analysis was the most effective method for this study since it is a qualitative way to use coding and develop categories in a way that allows for a focus on complexity, and facilitates the translation of the raw data into meaningful symbols (Baxter, 1991).

I transcribed the German interviews in German or English, based on the language of the interview, providing translations into English of segments occurring in the final write-up. After I
went through all of these stages for the data analysis for the American interviewees, I repeated the same steps for the German participants. The creation of these two charts with categories, units, and example quotes allowed for the comparison of similarities and differences between the German and American PR practice with the goal to answer the research question for this study.

Establishing Credibility

Lincoln and Guba (1985) discuss ways to strengthen qualitative research credibility, which relates to the truthfulness of a study’s findings in terms of whether the researcher’s interpretation would make sense to the participants in their own perception of reality. In order to establish credibility, I took several steps. First, a part of the data was set aside and was not analyzed until I finished the data analysis and the establishment of preliminary findings of one part. Then, I continued analyzing the rest of the data to see whether the results fit the existing categories, suggesting trustworthiness. Lincoln and Guba (1985) named this technique referential adequacy. I stopped the data collection and analysis when I either reached redundancy, which means that there was no new information available, but rather a repetition of it (Sandelowski, 1995). Finally, after the development of final categories, I did internal “member checks to establish trustworthiness” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 314), thus having later respondents verify how my interpretations of earlier interviews correspond to their own interpretations of their reality.

Conclusion

This chapter provided detailed information about the requirements for and the recruitment of participants through network sampling, and explained the usefulness of respondent semi-structured interviews that allowed for the exploration of practitioners’ perspectives, perceptions, and experiences. It explained the three steps of coding, unitizing, and
categorizing as part of the implementation of an interpretive content analysis. The following chapter presents the results of this analysis.
CHAPTER IV: RESULTS

The purpose of this study has been to find out whether and how PR practitioners in the United States and Germany perceive the role of culture on their practice, specifically the development of campaigns. Therefore, a qualitative approach in form of in-depth interviews helped to explore their experiences. After the complete transcription of all interviewees’ answers and the conduction of an interpretive content analysis, it was possible for me to clearly identify similarities and differences between the German and American PR practice. Some of the results reflected the influence of cultural dimensions and nuances; some demonstrated a connection to the specific culture of their company; and, then again, other parts were affected by personal experiences and circumstances.

Definition and Perception of Public Relations

Before addressing the research questions, it is important to understand how the perceptions and definition of the public relations term and field differ between American and German interviewees.

The American respondents used the same approach to explain the meaning and definition of PR by saying that it is the mediating of accurate information or messages between the company and its target audiences. Many of them, furthermore, mentioned the variety of subdivisions of PR, as for example crisis communication or event management. One of the main objectives that most American participants mentioned for public relations is the fulfillment of expectations and PR’s purpose through the provision of the promised service. Among the German respondents, the answers differed widely, including defining public relations as getting in touch with clients, producing publicity for the client, building relationships between a
company and the public, and having power over a story, or implementing change communication.

Peter, who is the head of communications and business development for a German start-up company, summarized what most of the respondents in Germany mentioned several times throughout the interview: “In general, PR is a tool of company development, and also, it goes hand in hand with marketing. Often, you cannot really differentiate between marketing, PR, and business development.” The majority of the Germans respondents do not see public relations as a separate field but rather as a part or subdivision of marketing and business development. Some of the Americans interviewees also talked about connections between the departments, but referred to them rather as an exchange of information, data, and expertise between the internal departments of public relations, marketing, and sales.

Role of Culture in PR

All respondents in both countries agreed that culture plays an important role for their work in the PR field, with a specific focus on the development of PR campaigns. However, their answers made clear that the understandings of the term culture as well as cultural values varied, not just between the two countries, but also among the participants of one country. Many of the interviewees had to ask for clarification or provided their own definition, emphasizing that they were hoping to answer the question about culture and cultural values correctly.

National Focus

Most participants from both countries are only in charge of designing campaigns for the nation where they reside and work. There was one global corporate PR practitioner respondent from each country, Germany and the US, as well as one American PR practitioner who works for a global agency; they were the only participants in charge not only of designing national but also
global campaigns. Despite their involvement in the development of global PR campaigns, all of them agreed that the necessity to translate and the adjustment of campaigns to a bigger audience was just a small part of their work. They emphasized that the majority of their work is still connected to their nation’s audience and culture since most global companies have regional specialists who make sure that the cultural values get addressed properly.

All of the remaining participants underlined that their main focus in terms of campaign development is only on the country where they reside. All Americans respondents stressed the importance of being culturally aware and the need of adjustment to multiculturalism even within one country or region because of the high cultural diversity, internally as well as externally. Two of the German participants shared this view; however, more than half of the German participants put their own country and language in the foreground when designing campaigns. They mentioned regional culture awareness as the most important cultural value – despite the existence of multicultural audiences. Hans, a 51-year old owner of a PR and marketing agency, made clear:

Everything is in German and for the German culture. I am only doing the regional PR part for companies, even if they are working internationally. For the campaigns that I produce here, the region plays a really important role, and you also emphasize the regional specificities.

Another example that demonstrates the focus on the native German-speaking population and lack of inclusion of other languages and backgrounds is a statement by institutional PR practitioner Manuela (age 27):
In our case, one good example is that because of the cultural background a lot of our members have, we don’t use English terms. So, we have to translate everything, even if it’s a very common English term that everyone should know, as for example NGO.

**Cultural Values**

What participants of both countries also had in common was the reference to the importance of internal and external diversity. As mentioned earlier, nobody provided a clear definition of culture; many needed clarification for the terms culture and cultural values. Participants’ answers showed that the term *culture* evokes an understanding of different types. Whereas half of the American participants named ethnicity, gender, age, educational differences, and family values as cultural values to pay attention to when developing campaigns, none of the Germans referred to educational differences or family values, and only two mentioned ethnicity and gender as important cultural factors. Peter, the communication head of the German start-up company, emphasized:

PR practitioners should not let culture influence their work too much. Sometimes, people exaggerate. Just because I use a Mohammed caricature as part of my PR and offend some people of the Muslim faith... since on the other hand I would betray my own values, my own culture, if I paid too much attention to imageries of other people.

This quote also shows two aspects that the German respondents tended to focus on more, which had not at all been mentioned by American PR practitioners: religion and politics. Whenever German respondents brought up examples of cultural diversity awareness, most of them mentioned Muslims. In the United States, most of the examples referred to ethnic minority groups, such as Hispanics and African-Americans. The only cultural element that the participants
from both countries agreed on as an important factor is the diversity in terms of multiple age groups.

**Company Culture**

Respondents in both countries tend to put their company’s culture over the meaning of culture in terms of diversity. In contrast to PR practitioners who work for agencies and are in charge of promoting their clients’ brand, image, and story, the participants working for corporate, non-profit, and institutions focus on the promotion of their own reputation, mission, and engagement with the community. An example is a statement by non-profit worker Lauren: “We have to make sure that everything we do, aligns with our mission and vision. Because that’s our heart. And we really put that out there, saying: This is who we are!”

They also reported the challenge of handling their in-house budget instead of handling the amount the client is willing to spend. Many of the American participants found their experience across different types of PR companies useful to incorporate into their current position. Only one of the German respondents mentioned these items, but rather the Germans focused on the importance of representing their current company’s values, traditions, mission, and vision over the cultural values of their target audiences.

We, generally, pay attention to our target audiences, but we also have our own values, vision, and mission defined as a company. And if necessary, we push that on our users, thus our clients, because we think that it’s right. That means, we do not just say what the consumers want to hear, because if we did, we would lose our identity as a company. This quote by German respondent Peter also demonstrates typical German communication styles of directness and bluntness (Hall, 1976) that can be influential during the development of campaigns. The American respondents did not use this type of wording throughout any of the
interview, but rather expressed their company value as an equally important part with emphasis on cultural awareness of and sensitivity towards their target audiences. Katy (age 41), who has had work experience in corporate and agency and is now the director of PR at a regional American non-profit organization, emphasizes: “Looking at our non-profit company and our mission of eliminating racism, we’re trying to target every culture in this area. We try be very conscious of: ‘Am I using the right word? Am I gonna offend anyone?’”

Almost all of the American participants expressed their interest in raising more awareness about cultural diversity and the willingness to learn more and work on a global level. Only the few German participants who talked about their international work and study experience expressed similar feelings and thoughts.

The Impact of Multicultural Experiences

The American as well as German participants with a more intercultural background, be it through their experience as a minority group member, their background of growing up in a different country, or their involvement through international study and work, expressed that these experiences might have altered their view and made them become more aware. Most of the American respondents who do not have any of these experiences admitted their lack of intercultural education and training. In both countries, only a few participants received professional intercultural or cross-cultural training.

Caucasian participant Beth, who is residing and working for a local agency in the United States, admits: “I must say that, unfortunately, I am not very culturally diverse. I’ve never travelled outside of the United States.” African-American agency worker Megan, on the other hand, points out: “I feel like I’m being very well aware of the cultural values of the audiences because I am a minority.”
Cultural Dimensions

On the one hand, specific cultural values and influences provide an emic view of similarities and differences that affect the PR practice, specifically the development of campaigns. On the other hand, respondents referred to terms and concepts that are aligned with some of Hofstede’s (2001) cultural dimensions, which contribute to etic research results. On Hofstede’s official website (Hofstede Insight, 2018), the United States scores lower on masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, and long term orientation than Germany. The results of this study, however, display the opposite for all of the mentioned cultural dimensions.

Masculinity

Aside from the non-profit PR practitioner, all of the other American interviewees focused on being the best and saw success as the most important outcome at work. The striving for outshining competitors, being rewarded through client satisfaction, and reaching of monetary goals emerged as clear common results among the American participants that are aligned with Hofstede’s (1984) cultural dimension definition of masculinity. Sidney, who works as a marketing and communication director for an American corporate, mentioned several times throughout the interview the importance of being successful and getting rewarded:

Everybody loved the media we got them... I think the best part was delivering what we had promised, like actually being able to get media being interested in them and getting the public eye ... and that our media relations helped them meet their donation goal is definitely a big accomplishment, makes us feel good.

In Germany, success was mentioned by some of the respondents but did not appear to play as much of a big role as other factors. The campaign measurement does not focus as much on success as in the US, and only a few participants mentioned the necessity of being rewarded
and acknowledged. When being asked about received critique or failures that happened to them while designing campaigns, none of the Americans could think of any. Many of the German respondents talked about mistakes that happened and referred to mishaps and failures as helpful learning tools for the future. These findings are not concordant with Hofstede’s (Hofstede’s Insight, 2018) comparison where Germany scored higher than the United States in terms of masculinity.

One German respondent told personal stories about failed campaigns that did not take cultural values into consideration and resulted in lot of criticism from different target audiences, and concluded: “Whether it’s going well or bad, you learn for the future. And that’s the case here, we still try out a lot of different things.”

**Uncertainty Avoidance**

The same quote reflects Germans’ view on uncertainty avoidance when creating campaigns. Their willingness to take risks and rather fail but learn through it, as well as the acceptance of ambiguity and unpredictability reflects a lower uncertainty avoidance (Hofstede, 2001). Only one of the German participants mentioned the importance of thinking ahead as an important skill. A comparison of their answers to the ones by the Americans respondents makes it clear that uncertainty avoidance plays a bigger role in the American PR practice where several interviewees talked about the significance of having a forward-looking eye, the need for stability, and the avoidance of expanding their markets to other countries because it results in uncertainty. Sidney, for example, mentioned the fear of uncertainty as one reason why the company has not expanded its market to other countries: “It’s just the unknown, it’s that level of uncertainty when we adjust it to, for example, Canada, or whoever.”
Long-term orientation

According to Hofstede (2009), societies that focus on traditions and do not adjust as easily to newer concepts and change take a short-term approach. None of the American participants named traditions as valuable when designing campaigns. Although all of the participants referred to digitalization and social media as the biggest game-changers when designing campaigns, many of the German respondents admitted that their companies or institutions are having a hard time accepting this change and adjusting their strategies to it. On the other hand, the implementation of these has been referred to as much more positive and less of a burden in the United States. Besides that, German PR practitioners admitted their focus on more conservative tools when comparing their use of media channels and strategies to the American system.

Amanda, who has had a lot of different international study and work experiences and is an internal communications manager working for a global corporate in Germany, noticed that the typical German values connected to traditions, regulations, and critical thinking, affect her company’s approach toward change:

Germans tend to be more critical about events, campaigns, anything that is presented to them ... And a lot of people in Germany are so, so critical about digital, so critical. Especially people on top don’t understand as much, nobody understands what industry 4.0 is... It’s just a hesitant and resistant digital culture, so it’s very difficult with such topics.... this is not the case in other cultures, other regions, and other companies outside of Germany.

In comparison to the answers by all respondents, other cultural dimensions, like indulgence versus restraint, power distance, and individualism versus collectivism, did not
appear to be salient to the PR practice, specifically the development of campaigns. However, the participants’ answers gave insights about practitioners’ willingness and ability to develop intercultural communication competence.

**Development of Intercultural Communication Competence**

As mentioned earlier, the development of intercultural communication competence (ICC) is a combination of someone’s effectiveness; thus, the accomplishment of a task itself, and appropriateness, which refers to the ability to being following the cultural norms of the interaction (Spitzberg, 2015).

**Effectiveness**

Since the main focus of a public relations campaign is the achievement of an objective, it is important that the right strategies be used in order to work effectively and efficiently. A significant role of public relations is to avoid failures through exclusion or misunderstandings. Therefore, it makes sense that all American and German participants emphasized how important it is to reach multiple audiences simultaneously with one campaign. The combination of strategies in terms of combining multiple platforms and adjusting communication styles to address different age groups occurred as a common theme among all of the respondents. When being asked about the strategies that the interviewees make use of for their campaigns, they provided the following two most common answers: “Print, digital, face-to-face ... All of them!” and “Whatever works best for our client and the target audience.”

More than half of the participants in both countries, furthermore, talked about the necessity of being able to adjust to changes; all of the American respondents focused on the term “trends” in that context, whereas many Germans talked about changes along the way, as a reaction to the “analytical assessment of the campaign.” Besides that, a few Germans
emphasized how important it is to admit mistakes, to apologize for them, and to copy and learn from others. On the contrary, the majority of the American respondents referred to the opposite, namely the avoidance of any mistakes through “review and revision” and the ability to “switch angles.” As one American respondent said, “You definitely have to be aware of the messaging that you’re putting out there. You don’t want to promise something that you can’t deliver on.”

**Appropriateness**

In order to also interact appropriately while being effective during the development of campaigns, the most important part to adjust is language, as almost all of the respondents mentioned. However, the Germans referred to the term language in a different way than the Americans. While the focus in the US is on the wording and message itself, the emphasis in Germany is on the visual material that they call *Bildersprache*, which literally translates to “imagery language.” Peter is one among some German respondents who is aware of the diversity in terms of religious values and explains how something that might be normal for some regions and beliefs could be very offensive for others:

We use different types of *Bildersprache*, depending on the markets. In Bavaria it would be funny to incorporate a cow in your campaign and the audience would love it, whereas in Asian markets you couldn’t for example use cows on your campaign; since it is sacred, it would have the opposite effect.

This example again shows how the earlier mentioned values of the political and religious environment have a higher impact on awareness and appropriateness in Germany, whereas adjustment to the diverse ethnic groups is at the center of American appropriate communication in PR campaigns. Penny, a Caucasian woman working for an agency in the United States, talked about addressing minority groups with someone who they can identify with: “If we’re using a
spokesperson, we wanna make sure that we’re using someone who’s more like the audience they’re talking to.” The majority of the American respondents also expressed the importance of an intercultural expertise exchange with external and internal departments on a national and global level in order to avoid exclusion and be culturally appropriate, as for example the Caucasian director of the communication and public relations of a non-profit organization:

Here, what’s always at the forefront is, you know, I have somebody on staff who might be from a different culture, and I might go to them and say: ‘Hey, is this the right way to say this?’ Just to make sure to be culturally appropriate and not excluding certain cultures.

A few of the American and German participants talked about the importance of timing and consideration of holidays and specific heritage celebrations as an important factor for having appropriate interactions. Amanda, who works for a German corporate but has Indian heritage, emphasizes:

It also comes back in terms of timing - how do you choose a time for these audiences a year? You have to make sure it doesn’t clash with a lot of corporate events. But then, one of the biggest considerations is the awareness of people of Muslim faith who celebrate Ramadan. So, there the cultural issues come in... we push the campaign around to avoid religious issues.

The interdependence and interconnectivity between appropriateness and effectiveness is necessary in order to be interculturally competent. The parts that contribute to this interdependence are motivation, knowledge, and skills of the PR practitioners.
Knowledge

In order to handle appropriately and effectively, communicators need to gain knowledge about their own and others’ frame of reference, cultural backgrounds and identities to understand how these impact perceptions, expectations, and interactions. The interview results reveal that people with international study and work experience or diverse backgrounds tend to be more sensitive and knowledgeable about the scope of cultural differences and effective strategies for adjustment. Amanda, working and residing in Germany with various international study and work experiences, is convinced that these experiences make it easier for her to comprehend the importance of intercultural awareness:

I think that probably comes from the fact that I have a very diverse background. I have an Indian heritage, I have an Arab work place, work ethic culture, I have an American work culture because I’ve pretty much taken all types of worlds, and kinda adapted it to my fabric.

She, as well as most other participants in both countries, agree that practical experiences are a lot more valuable and useful than anything they learned in college. In Germany, three participants received some type of cultural education through their studies; nobody besides the corporate PR practitioner has had any form of training at any of their work places. In the United States, almost all of the participants took intercultural communication classes but also had only two who had training.

Motivation

Besides being knowledgeable, another factor that affects the development of intercultural communication competence is the motivation, in this case feelings connected to interest and curiosity between communicators. While none of the German participants expressed a desire for
the implementation of intercultural or similar training, all of the American respondents showed enthusiasm and interest in expanding their cultural knowledge and awareness theoretically and practically. Megan, for example, showed excitement about learning about and from other cultures’ PR practice. She valued “working for accounts that give me the opportunity to travel and plan events on behalf of my clients in order to get them portrayed and the messages they’d like portrayed. And that’s something I’m really thankful for.”

The comparison of answers showed that there are a few German practitioners who also enjoy the opportunity of learning from other countries in terms of campaign development. The majority of the American respondents, however, expressed more enthusiasm about the chance to exchange expertise with culturally diverse people, internally and externally, on a national and global level to get a better understanding of intercultural differences and being able to work towards market expansion. The results also revealed that American companies, no matter which type, are putting a lot of effort into effective partnerships and cooperation with charities and non-profit organizations to raise awareness in the community. Passion for what they are doing and the opportunity to get to know other cultures, communities, and experience versatility through their job in the PR field emerged as a common theme. Katy, who has worked in corporate and agency before and is now in charge of non-profit institutional PR, expressed her enthusiasm about her work: “Spending time with the communities, and working in community relations; they were always the favorite parts of my job.”

A few German participants are also motivated and curious about learning from other cultures and adjusting their campaign development to various target audiences, which they see as a positive and exciting challenge. They emphasized how important it is to keep up traditions for
their loyal clients and audiences but be open for new trends and changes at the same time.

Manuel, a PR and marketing agency owner from Germany, stated:

> The highest competence that someone can have is that I am being convinced of what I’m doing. And that might sound too emotional for some people, but it really is the highest efficiency in its application ... I believe you need a lot of emotional creativity in this field. You have to walk through life with an open mind and an open heart.

Skills

In addition to the knowledge and motivation components, the development of specific skills is also necessary in order to have appropriate and effective interactions (Spitzberg & Cupach, 1984). Since all of the participating PR practitioners emphasized the importance of adjusting their communication style to their specific clients and target audiences, this section explores and compares how this procedure functions in the United States and Germany.

The majority of the respondents in both countries find the abilities to think critically and plan strategically very important. This goes hand in hand with being flexible in terms of individual adjustment to the needs and expectations of their different target audiences. The majority of the German and American respondents believe in creativity in order to come up with appealing messages for different target audiences.

All but one of the Americans agreed on effective communication and writing skills as the two most important skills to have and emphasized the importance of taking their own bias out and paying close attention to details and cultural nuances. As one American PR practitioner phrased it: “Sometimes PR practitioners have to switch angles to target those that might be different than targeting mainstream audiences.” The German respondents, on the other hand, focused less on the specific cultural differences but rather named being analytical as one of the
most impactful skills. As a German PR practitioner with international study and work experiences pointed out, “You have to be a good observer, you have to be analytical. And I think, this is debatable between countries, the analytical part, because in Germany you need so much of it than in the US.”

Interpersonal communication skills in terms of adjusting to different types of people have been mentioned by some American and German participants. They, specifically, focused on the importance of being able to listen and read people first, before trying to influence them. One German respondent talked about the “ability of being empathetic” and came back to that point throughout the interview.

**Challenges and Benefits of Multiculturalism and Globalization for PR Practice**

Globalization and multiculturalism both have positive and negative sides and can be beneficial and challenging at the same time. As one German participant pointed out when talking about the impact globalization has on the development of campaigns and the PR practice: “Where there’s light, there’s shade. Every positive thing comes with its negatives.”

**Social Media and Digitalization**

As mentioned before, all of the participants in the United States and Germany agreed on digitalization, new technology, and social media being the biggest “game-changer” and influencer on the development of campaigns. On the one hand they expressed their appreciation for it in terms of being able to spread messages faster and to a broader audience; on the other hand, they mentioned concerns because of its nature that makes it possible for everyone to be an active participant and story-narrator. Lauren stated:

> So, I think, that the ability that these outside forces have the ability to change your story. Before you didn’t really have to worry about that, before social media and all that stuff, it
might have affected a group of friends that talked to each other, but now it can globally change your presence if that person had enough pull.

Some German participants also expressed their concern of “having more competition and a more difficult time to promote their service or product in a unique way.”

**International Audiences**

Most participants in both countries agreed that a more international audience even within one country makes it more challenging in an exciting way to develop campaigns, but that it also gives them “more to worry about.” They emphasized the necessity of being able to adjust one campaign to multiple and culturally diverse target audiences at the same time while also being aware of the changing trends, caused by globalization. Many respondents mentioned not only their own awareness but the difficulty of convincing colleagues or other stakeholders of cultural adjustment strategies. As German PR and marketing owner Richard points out, “We have to change the view of the clients, not the audience.”

While in the United States all participants agreed on the important role of globalization on the development of campaigns and the importance of addressing a multicultural audience, there were a few participants in Germany that did not perceive its role as meaningful for their type of campaign development at all since they only want to reach out to specific regional audiences or cultural members. American respondents, furthermore, mentioned the difficulty of coming to internal agreements of people, not just because of their different backgrounds but also because of personal preferences and priorities. Lauren experienced an interaction that made her aware of that issue and emphasized, “So, I think the personal differences that also come with the different cultures and the personal experiences, it’s gotta be exhausting, every day to having to
teach people these things, but if they don’t learn it any other way, how are they supposed to be more culturally sensitive?”

**Challenges**

As mentioned earlier, in the United States the main concern is the fear of unintentional exclusion of different ethnic groups or misunderstandings between them through wording or the loss of meaning when translating. Felix, an American PR practitioner working for a German corporate in the United States, appreciates the opportunity to reach a broad audience in English but has to deal with translation issues from time to time, and concludes, “Language is not the biggest stressor, but still the main thing.” In Germany, PR practitioners are worried about losing target audiences who do not support multiculturalism and companies that adjust their messaging to a more international audience. Peter explains:

Because of the current political situation in Germany where the right national party is getting bigger and bigger, we have to be more careful, even though it hurts, so that we don’t become too multicultural; otherwise we will get comments like, “Rather buy your product somewhere else. This company supports the increasing influx of refugees in Germany.

Another aspect that half of the German interviewees named as challenging for the development of global campaigns or the appeal to multicultural audiences is Germany’s bureaucracy in terms of stricter regulations, making sure to act in a legally correct way. As an international practitioner, working and residing in Germany, phrased it: “You know, the typical German way, always sticking to regulations and being critical about everything.”
Benefits

Despite these challenges, however, most participants in both countries also believe that newer generations, diversity among companies, and opportunities of expanding the global network and market are beneficial outcomes of globalization and multiculturalism. Many American participants appreciate the growing study abroad and travel experiences that make it possible to increase international cooperation and intercultural awareness and adjustment. German PR practitioner Manuel believes in a bright future in the PR field through the continuing change through globalization, and emphasizes, “There are no limits nowadays anymore, that’s a huge achievement of digitalization, that we became more open in dialog with each other ... it also helps to reduce barriers, also cultural barriers.”

Conclusion

The comparative interpretive content analysis of interview answers by American and German PR practitioners made it possible to find out what role the different experiences have on the development of PR campaigns and how participants perceive the diverse cultural influences and effects of globalization. Not only do their public relations education, training, and perception display differences, but also their attitude towards changing their approach and strategies in order to adjust to multiculturalism. Germans reported less sensitivity toward and interest in cultural diversity and sensitivity in public relations practice than Americans. However, when it comes to the development of intercultural communication competence, most of the practitioners in both countries have similar approaches to what has to be thought, felt, and done in order to communicate effectively and appropriately with various target audiences. They also agree on specific aspects of globalization and multiculturalism to be beneficial and challenging at the
same time. The following chapter will demonstrate how these results relate to previous research, and how they can be useful in the future.
CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION

The previous chapters explained through existing literature and experiences by respondents how globalization has changed the PR practice. This chapter summarizes the findings about the differences and similarities between the PR practice and its interdependence with cultural values with a focus on campaign development in the United States and Germany. It also adds on to the theoretical framework of Hofstede’s cultural dimensions and the intercultural communication competence model, and provides practical implications for the PR practice in companies. After a summary of the strengths and limitations of the study, the chapter ends with suggestions for future studies.

Summary of Findings

As Martell (2007) and Friedman (2005) pointed out in their research, globalization brings transformation for companies since it allows for economic growth through multinational corporations as well as broader perspectives and new opportunities. This study clearly confirms these findings in the PR field. All of the American and German participants talked about new perspectives and transformation through technology and social media, and many mentioned the possibility of expanding and exchanging expertise and experiences with their international networks.

It was surprising that most of the PR practitioners in Germany did not have a common perception of public relations and provided definitions that are not aligned with the one that the DPRG (2018) in Germany as well as the PRSA (2018) in the United States refer to on their websites, namely the “strategic communication process that builds mutually beneficial relationships between organizations and their publics.” Most of the American respondents used similar words to explain what public relations means to them, such as “building the bridge...
between company and public information.” Germans rarely agreed on focused on different aspects, such as media relations, or spreading the word. An explanation for that could be the different education and training that the interviewees went through. While all but one of the American participants studied communication or PR, none of the Germans had any of these subjects as their major and also did not have as many practical experiences in the form of internships. What the participants from both countries, however, agreed on was the necessity of using effective strategies and tactics connected to critical thinking, strategical planning in order to adjust their messages to their target audiences, which shows that campaign development models like ROSTE can be applied successfully internationally (Parkinson & Ekachi, 2006).

All of the practitioners defined the role that culture plays in connection with public relations in various ways. American as well as German participants referred to background, values, and beliefs, which Hall (1976) and Kim (2001) named as some key components of culture. However, the focus on specific cultural influences differed between the practitioners of the two countries. While the American respondents mainly referred to the importance of taking different backgrounds in terms of ethnicity into consideration, Germans tended to focus on beliefs and religious differences. Many American participants brought up the Hispanic population as a culturally diverse group to pay attention to when developing campaigns; Germans used Muslims from Arabic countries as a typical example. Since the United States experiences the biggest influx of immigrants from Central- and South-American countries (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016), and Germany from Middle-Eastern ones (Statistisches Bundesamt, 2018), the results reflect how the current political situation in each context can also affect the PR practice. Besides that, regional cultural differences as well as age emerged as the two cultural factors that participants felt had the biggest impact on public relations in both nations. The
respondents did not talk about the meaning of culture in their day-to-day PR interactions but referred to it in a more general way. Many of them acknowledged that they just started to think more about specific cultural aspects during the interview. They realized that it might not have played a big role for them but admitted that they should care more.

**Theoretical Framework**

This study took an emic approach, which made it possible to find out more about individual cultural influences, filtered through an etic lens that allowed for cross-cultural comparisons through the consideration of Hofstede’s cultural dimensions. As previous research pointed out, the United States and Germany are highly individualistic countries (e.g., Hofstede 2001). In the context of public relations practice, however, practitioners experienced their work as more influenced by collectivism, especially in the United States where almost all of the participants focused on partnerships with charities, collaboration, and doing good for the community. The results of this study are also not aligned with former cross-cultural findings that emphasized the role of power distance in the public relations practice (Jiang & Wei, 2013; Mustasha & De Troyer, 2009; Sriramesh & White, 1992). None of the participants discussed the importance of status and roles. However, Hofstede’s (2001, 2009) cultural dimensions of masculinity versus femininity, uncertainty avoidance, and long-term versus short-term orientation play an important role when comparing the PR practice with a specific focus on campaign development in the United States. The results of this study are the opposite of the general cultural dimension comparison provided on Hofstede’s (Hofstede’s Insights, 2018) website, where Germany scores higher in terms of masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, and long-term orientation. The answers of the participants, however, indicate that American PR practitioners are a lot more focused on success and predictability, more open towards change,
and less focused on traditional values when developing campaigns, which contradicts expectations based on lower masculinity, less uncertainty avoidance, and lacking long-term orientation. As mentioned earlier, the participants went through different educational and training programs, which might explain these outcomes in terms of Hofstede’s dimensions. While all but one of the American participants studied communication or public relations and completed several internships, only one of the German participants received a degree in a communication-related field. The American respondents perceived public relations as a separate field and were trained to think and work collectivistically; they emphasized how important ongoing training and information-exchanges with other business-related departments, as for example marketing or business, are. Many German interviewees, on the other hand, put more focus on the marketing and advertisement part when developing campaigns, and did not perceive specific studies or training in the PR field as a necessity.

In terms of the development of intercultural communication competence (Spitzberg, 2015), it becomes clear that most American participants have either already developed it, or a higher tendency of becoming interculturally competent. The reason for this is their high motivation, expressed in curiosity and excitement for learning more about other cultures, the desire to expand their knowledge, and the willingness to acquire necessary skills through cross-cultural training. Only a few German participants, on the other hand, find it necessary to be culturally aware as part of their job. The majority of them were not enthusiastic about receiving more education in this field and did not talk about the benefits but rather disadvantages of being too culturally sensitive, tolerant, and aware, which confirms the challenge of doing research incorporating the ICC model in Germany, as Moosmueller and Schoenhuth (2009) pointed out. Another explanation could be the ethnocentric character of the model since it has its origin,
development and main application in the United States. As Spitzberg’s (2015; Spitzberg & Changnon, 2009) model demonstrates, the combination of the three components, motivation, knowledge, and skills, is necessary in order to communicate appropriately and effectively in a cultural context. The PR practitioners of both countries who talked about their international study and work experiences also emphasized the importance of adjustment and appropriateness. They provided personal examples that demonstrate how the combination of the three components that they bring in made it possible for them to develop ICC.

**Practical Implications**

A review of the aspects of the successful development of ICC (Spitzberg, 2015) should provide all types of companies, be they on a regional or global level, the education and training that furthers intercultural awareness and adjustment skills. Most of the American practitioners who have not had any international study or work experience admitted their lack of knowledge, but expressed their desire to receive such type of training. Many of the German participants did not even see the importance of being interculturally aware and did not perceive it as an influencing factor for their work, despite the increasing number of culturally diverse audiences in their country. It is important to incorporate classes into all types of studies and apprenticeship programs to prepare people for the change caused by globalization that eventually is going to affect most fields, especially the communication sector. The implementation of mandatory cross-cultural training for PR/marketing/communication departments in all types of companies could help practitioners to develop intercultural communication competence. Previous research backs up the necessity of making use of more and better training opportunities to adjust to the ongoing PR practice to consistent change in our globalized world (Gregory, 2003).
Companies could furthermore measure the intercultural competence of practitioners through a pre- and post-test in connection with the cross-cultural training. This could lead to the better employee selection for cross-cultural PR assignments. Some competence items are trainable implementation of more successful campaigns in the future (Landis, Bennett, & Bennett, 2004). Since all of the participants agreed on the impact of social media on a more global, multicultural audience, this is another aspect that should be incorporated into the education and training of PR practitioners. Since the awareness among practitioners in the United States and Germany differs, the training methods and content could be adjusted to it. In this study, all of the Americans suggested more cross-cultural education and training, expressed their curiosity and motivation to learn more about other cultures, and noted their interest in global cooperations. The desire for more knowledge and skill acquisition can focus on the specific concepts that more experienced practitioners referred to. On the other hand, almost none of the German participants showed enthusiasm or interest in furthering their knowledge, which shows how important it is to start with motivational training for them and a demonstration of the advantages for them to become more interculturally competent. While the focus on training in the United States should be on cultural diversity in terms of ethnic differences, the one in Germany should rather be on religious and political awareness.

Raising the internal ethnic diversity, and having different representatives in terms of age and gender in companies is another important factor that many American and some German respondents mentioned in order to make the adjustment to change easier and to raise intercultural awareness. Previous research talks about “the benefits from recruiting from ethnic minorities and from the full range of social classes who bring in their in-depth knowledge and open-up access to wider stakeholder groupings” (Gregory, p. 12). Another positive outcome of this implementation
could be a reduction of subconscious use of ethnocentrism (Kim, 2001; Parkinson & Ekachai, 2006), which can lead to a better accommodation of different communication styles.

**Strengths and Limitations**

The biggest strength of this study consisted in the maximum variation, at least in some aspects, that the participants provided in terms of gender, age, and the type of company for which they work. The study provides insight into the various experiences that practitioners from different generations and cultural groups shared, and demonstrates that their cultural and personal differences in terms of age and education also influence their view on the role culture plays when developing campaigns. At the same time, in terms of ethnicity, it would have been helpful to have a more diverse sample. Only three of the 16 participant identified as non-Caucasian. It would be interesting to conduct a study with more diverse participants to see how their perceptions and experiences differ. Besides that, it was a limitation that all of the American participants came from the same midwestern state. In order to find out whether the results might be affected by that, it is necessary to get a broader sample, or to do a cross-cultural comparison with other American states.

The study revealed that participants with international study and work experiences are more aware of cultural differences and express the need of sensitivity and training. Unfortunately, none of the interview questions focused on participants’ specific international experience or ability to communicate in more than one language, which could have been useful for the comparison of results. It would also have been interesting to include a question about the time of experience in the PR field to see whether and how it has an impact on specific perceptions that refer to the interdependence of culture and public relations.
The inclusion of a question that asked participants what PR means for them showed a clear difference between the German and American perception of the field in general. To comprehend whether the same applies to the term culture, it would have been helpful to include a question about their perceptions and definitions of culture, especially, since many participants in both nations needed clarification for the meaning of cultural values.

None of the American and only a few of the German participants shared stories about mistakes that happened when being asked about campaigns by their companies that resulted in failure or criticism because of a lack of cultural awareness or unintentional exclusion. Since the conduction of qualitative in-depth interviews relies on the accounts and disclosure by participants, the fear of admitting mistakes (i.e., social desirability, face-saving) might have affected their answer. The strength of this in-depth, semi-structured interview design is its allowance for follow-up questions and clarifications, which was the case for the majority of the interviews and reduced the lack of understanding between the interviewer and respondents. Lindlof and Taylor (2011) admit the impossibility of categorization and coding being completely “free of ambiguity,” but also emphasize the necessity of it in order to “push beyond the descriptive level” (p. 248).

**Future Research**

Future studies need to differentiate more between different types of PR in terms of companies. The results revealed that the company culture and type of work also affect the development of campaigns and the cultural focus of PR practitioners. Specifically, the PR practitioners working for global corporate companies were able to share their experiences with the development of global campaigns in more than one language and for different countries. In order to understand how multiculturalism influences public relations on a national or an
international level, future research should differentiate between national and global agencies, corporate companies, institutions, and non-profits. Besides that, it could be helpful not only to use qualitative methods in terms of interviews but instead a combination of interviews and contextual analysis to see whether the respondents’ answers are reflected in their campaigns. Furthermore, a quantitative approach could be useful to see how the etic view, as for example Hofstede’s (2001, 2009) cultural dimensions, play out in those countries to add to the theoretical framework.

As mentioned earlier, a broader sample of American participants from different regions from all over the United States should be used in the future cross-cultural comparison studies. It would also be interesting to expand the comparison to other individualistic countries with similar cultural backgrounds to see how the three cultural dimensions, long-term versus short-term orientation, masculinity versus femininity, and uncertainty reduction, play out in connection with the development of PR campaigns.

Since all of the participants emphasized that social media and digitalization have been the biggest change-factor, simultaneously resulting in benefits and challenges for the development of PR campaigns, future research should focus on this aspect when examining how cultural influences and the PR practice are intertwined. It could be interesting to see how PR practitioners manage multiculturalism in terms of visual material and language, and how they make sure to not offend people with different religions and ethnicities.

This study combined an emic and etic approach by not only looking at cultural dimensions from a broad, general view but also paying attention to cultural nuances that are often not taken into consideration. Since most previous research only takes one approach or the other, it would be interesting to see a combination of both more often in future studies.
Conclusion

After a review of the existing literature and the analysis of answers by German and American PR practitioners, the results showed how important it is to use an emic and etic approach to draw the connection to existing research that highlights cultural nuances as well as exemplifying existing theories. The study revealed that it is important not to generalize or make assumptions about the work in two countries that appear to be alike in terms of cultural dimensions, but to go a step further and see the specific cultural differences that affect the work and its outcome, especially, in a world that is becoming more and more multicultural. This study provides information about strengths and limitations, practical implications in terms of the need for more cross-cultural education and training, as well as future directions to combine emic and etic approaches and to narrow the sample down to retrieve results that can be applied in specific types of companies and countries. More research is necessary that makes practitioners aware of the importance of developing intercultural communication competence. Globalization and multiculturalism are going to affect our personal and professional lives more than ever, and people need to be educated on the growing impacts. As one participant said:

“I would just say, with culture and public relations, the main thing just is starting with awareness. Realizing that one size does not fit all, and everything that you’re doing, you have to adjust, you have to be ready to change because that’s, I think, the foundation of the industry.”
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APPENDIX A: INFORMED CONSENT

Dear participants:

I am a graduate student under the direction of Professor John Baldwin in the School of Communication at Illinois State University. As part of a course requirement I am conducting research to better understand how intercultural differences in the United States and Germany have an impact on PR Practitioners and their development of campaigns.

I invite you to participate. Your participation will involve an open-ended interview about your development as a PR practitioner, including education and skills, as well as your perception of cultural values and their impact on the development and adjustment of PR campaigns. The interview will be conducted via audio technology (Skype, Facetime, or phone) and will be audio-recorded, with your permission, to ensure accuracy of recording your words. Recordings will be erased after transcription and will not have anything that links your identity to the digital files. The interview may take 30 minutes to one hour. To participate, you must be at least 18 years of age and work as a PR practitioner.

Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to answer any question. You may skip or refuse to answer questions if you feel uncomfortable, and if you choose not to participate or to withdraw from the study at any time, there will be no penalty. Your responses are confidential - any information that might allow someone to identify you will not be disclosed. Your responses will be joined with those of other participants to develop themes for research presentation at conference or in publication.

As a participant, you may experience minor discomfort when talking about personal experiences. You may be concerned about confidentiality or that there will be social repercussions or loss of job if you talk about your company; however, nothing that identifies you or your company will appear in any write-up or presentation of the research findings. Beyond this there are no risks involved with participation beyond those of everyday life. Although there may be no direct benefit to you, a possible benefit of your participation is for PR and intercultural communication researchers and practitioners who want to gain more knowledge in this field and learn about possible ways to raise awareness and work effectively in our globalized world.

Please direct any questions and/or comments to Dr. John Baldwin (j******@ilstu.edu). If you have any questions about your rights as a subject/participant in this research, or if you feel you have been placed at risk, you can contact the Research Ethics & Compliance Office at Illinois State University at (309) 438-2529. This project has been reviewed and approved by the Illinois State University Institutional Review Board.

Sincerely,
Leila Schmidt, Graduate Student, School of Communication
Illinois State University
l******@ilstu.edu
APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW PROTOCOL

Demographic Questions
Please tell me your name, age, country where you are from and where you are working (city)

- Education level / job
- Ethnicity
- Gender
- Type of job (type of company – cooperate/NGO/Agency)

Interview Questions for PR Practitioners:

- How were you trained/educated to work in the PR field? Through studies? Practical experiences? Trainee Programs?
- Tell me about your development as a PR Practitioner – from the beginning until now!
- What skills do you consider to be necessary in order to work effectively and efficiently in the PR field?
- What does Public Relations mean to you? How would you define it?
- What do you have to be aware of whenever you develop specific campaigns?
- What role do the audience or other stakeholders play in the development of PR campaigns?
- What strategies do you use to achieve specific PR goals? For example: Attending events where specific age groups will be present, using specific social media platforms, contacting the media, …)
- How aware are you of the cultural values of your target audience?
- What role does culture play when developing PR campaigns?
- Have you only developed PR campaigns for a specific group/country? If so, give some examples and talk about the aspects that make them unique for the specific audience.
- Have you developed campaigns that are run in different countries or considered to be “multicultural or global campaigns”?
  - If so, how do they differ from national ones?
  - If so, how was a campaign adjusted to other audiences/ countries?
- Please provide an example for a campaign that you recently (within the past year) developed – Talk about what made it unique, what you paid attention to, what role culture and the target audience played, what challenges and restrictions/limitations you experienced.
  - What was easy and difficult about it?
  - What was the outcome/critique/praise?
  - Did it fulfill its purpose? If yes, how? If no, why not?
- How has the development of campaigns changed over the past few years for the companies that you’ve been working for? What did you notice? If possible, provide some examples!
- What role does globalization play for the development of campaigns? Is it easier/more difficult to develop campaigns because of a more international audience even without one country/culture?
- Have you been taught the importance of culture? Have you been trained to adjust yourself/your work to it?
• Please provide an example for a campaign that went wrong because of a lack of cultural awareness/ unintentional exclusions / no addressing of values?
  o What made you aware of it? E.g. complaints from the audience or stakeholders?
  o What strategies/tactics do you use to measure the outcome of campaigns?
  o How do you adjust them to language, social norms, and values?
• Is there anything else that you would like to say about culture and public relations that I have not asked you?